Identify Legionella to
Prevent an Outbreak
with Environmental
Diagnostics Laboratory.
Avoid Catastrophic Failures With
Microbial Induced Corrosion (MIC) Testing.
Protect Critical Assets and Occupant Well-Being
The corrosion of infrastructure materials, in particular those of
metallic composition is a persistent concern for Building owners,
operations officers, facility managers, purchasing directors and
partners, among others. It’s estimated that systems failure due
to corrosion causes around $30 – $40 billion of damage in the
United States per year! The role of Microbial Induced Corrosion
(MIC) is often ignored, yet it is a significant contributor to these
staggering losses.
What is it?
MIC is also referred to as Bacterial Corrosion, Bio-corrosion, or
Microbiologically Influenced Corrosion. It is a process of corrosion
that is influenced by microorganisms like bacteria, fungi, protozoa,
micro-algae, inorganic and organic chemicals and others.
Some common groups of organisms associated with MIC are:
• Acid-producing bacteria (APB)
• Metal-oxidizing bacteria
• Metal-reducing bacteria (MRB)
• Methanogens
• Sulfate-reducing bacteria (SRB)
Bacterial organisms like Acidithiobacillus, Pseudomonas,
Leptospirillum, Beggiaroa, Nitrobacter, Methanobacterium can
occur in several forms in corroded materials.
How It Develops?
Typically all microbial induced corrosion takes the appearance
of pit formations due to living matter colonies, minerals, and bio

deposits laying on the surface.
MIC is a three stage process
initiated with attachment of the
microbes on the surface, which
causes an initial pit and nodule
formation after growth. The
maturation of nodules and pit
cracks may form corrosion in
presence of supporting factors.
How is MIC Testing Conducted
Bulk fluid or corroded material samples need to be supplied to
the laboratory at WTI for analysis. The samples need to be sent
to the lab immediately upon collection to preserve their integrity
and to achieve accurate results. The laboratory at WTI encourages
to maintain similar conditions (such as temperature, etc.) under
which the samples were collected to preserve the sample
composition. It helps in the recovery of specifically targeted
microorganism/s, as well as the corrosion data to determine the
extent to which they are or are not contributing to MIC. Once the
analysis is concluded, a detailed report is issued which can help to
develop a management and/or remediation plan.
MIC detection is important for identifying potential problems and
provides crucial data for treatment/remediation protocols.
The laboratory at WTI is a multi-discipline indoor air and
environmental quality (IAQ/IEQ) focused laboratory with a team
of microbiologists ready to help with MIC concerns.
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